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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEIvI
This study will examine the statements of objectives
for elementary school Social Studies found in state courses
of study for the purpose of determining their status in cer-
tain respects. The study will also try to ascertain whether
or not there have been certain trends in these objectives in
the past fourteen years.
The existence or non-existence of these trends will be
determined by compai^inj;; certain of the findings of this study
with those of a similar one done by Ola Lee Barnett at the
George T. Peabody College for Teachers in 1935. ^
Specifically, this study will attempt to answer the
following questions regarding elementary school Social Stud-
ies objectives:
1. Has there been a trend towards treating the Social
Studies as a unified field?
2, Are there any significant differences between ob-
jectives in those courses which treat Social Studies as a
unified field and those in which they are divided into His-
tory, Geography, Civics, etc.
Ola Lee Barnett, Social Studies Objectives 3-iven in
State Courses of Studies (unpublished kaster's thesis, G-eorge
T. Peabody College for Teachers, Hashville, 1935).
r
23. V/hat type of organiTiation prevQila In the objectives,
lists for subjects as a whole, or grade lists?
4, To what extent do statements of objectives appear as
essays rather than Itemized lists?
5. To what extent are objectives analyzed for the guid-
ance of the teacher?
6, Which of the objectives set forth in A Charter for
the Social Sciences in the Schools sind in other places in the
literature are most used in state courses of study?
This study accepts as the definition of an objective
the one appearing in the Dictionary of Education ;
Objective: (1) a goal or standard to be achieved by
the pupil when the work in the school activity or school
division is completed; (2) the end toward which a school-
sponsored activity is directed; (3) a desired change in
the behaviour of a pupil as a result of experience di-
rected by the school, 2
The elementary school is understood here as consisting
of the first ei^ht grsdes, since the majority of state courses
so regard it.
As many of the authors quoted in this study use the
terms, "Social Sciences" and "Social Studies" v;ith a certain
interchangeability, some clarification is perhaps necessary,
Wesley makes this distinction:
The field of human relationships is described and or-
ganized in the social sciences and to a lesser degree in
the social studies. The distinction between these two
2 Carter Good, editor. Dictionary of Education (Wew
York: McCrraw-Hill Book Co. Inc., 1945), p, 278.

3phrases is one of degree rather than kind; It is prac-
tical rather than theoretical or philosophical. The
social sciences are the formal, scholarly and advanced
studies of co-operation and conflict • . • the social
studies are the selected, reortj;anized and simplified
portions of the social sciences which are used for in-
structional purposes. The social studies are the social
sciences in the curriculuiru
In viev/ of the above, it was felt that the term
"Social Studies" would be more exactly descriptive of the
materials examined in this study.
On the other hand, since the terms "course of study"
and "curriculum" are not miitually inclusive, both are used
in the title. Regarding the distinction between these two,
Caswell has this to say:
The present viewpoint places the course of study in
different relationship to the curriculum from that under
the older conception. The two terms are no longer con-
sidered as s^Tionymous. The course of study becomes a
manual or guide designed to aid the teacher in developing
the curriculum. It is a means rather than an end as
formerly, and is tested by the contribution it makes to
the development of desirable curriculum. 4
Edgar B. Wesley, "The Nature and Functions of the
Social Studies in the Elementary School," Tv^elf th Yearbook of
the National Council for the Social Studies (Washington, D.~n".
,
the Council, 1941)
, p, 48,
4 Hollis T. Caswell, Education in the Elementary School
(New York: American Book Co., 1942), p. 189.
cc
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATITRE
In this chapter this study will attempt to examine
some of the significant contributions to the literature on
objectives for the elementary school in general and on Social
Studies in particular. The study will attempt to trace first,
the trends in these objectives in recent yesirs and second, the
present status of thought on Social Studies objectives.
Because of the all-em-bracin<3 nature of the Social
Studies it has been difficult in many places to make a hard
and fast distinction between objectives for Social Studies and
those for education in general, as well as between objectives
for the Social Studies on the elementary level and on the
secondary. This is perhaps best demonstrated by the follow-
ing words on the purpose of edtication itself— a purpose which
like many cited for education as a whole, leans heavily on
the Social Studies for its realization.
The general end of education in America at the present
time is the fullest possible development of the individ-
ual within the framework of our present industrialized,
democratic society. The attainment of this end is to be
observed in individual behaviour and conduct. The term
'education' implies the existence of some person other
than the learner, a person moreover who is interested in
the outcome and who desires to encoTjrage one type of con-
duct rather than another, 1
1 The National Education Association and American
Association of School Administrators' Educational Policy
Commission, The Purposes of Education in American Democracy
(Washington, D, C, the Commission, 1938), p» 41.
(
5Again, Stephenson, In an article for Social Education ,
had this to say:
Since the scope of the social studies is as broad as
life itself, the fundamental purpose in teaching them
' differs little from that of education In general, 2
!i
A. History of Objectives
I
What might be called an integrated educational philoso-
'i
' phy regarding objectives did not emerge mtil the latter part
of the nineteenth century. Its effect was immediate and pro-
found. Indeed that effect is still felt in many areas. The
'philosophy has been given many names, Giles, McCutcheon and
Zechiel call it the "disciplinary aim", and have this to say
about i t
;
Under the disciplinary aim subject matter was classi-
fied, systemetized and formalized. The cultural heritage
was transmitted through courses thus systemetized. The
I
fact that knowledge orgsinized in this v/ay made its mastery
more difficult for the learner was considered a point in
its favor, for it supposedly had greater disciplinary
value. Although psychological research has given experi-
mental proof that the theory of mental discipline is in-
adequate, much of our current educational practice can be
justified by no other assumption, 3
The next step in the evolution of our ideas on objec-
tives came in 1918, Although this occurs at the secondary
level, it is included here because it is felt that lacking any
well formulated principles for the Social Studies in the Ele-
2 Orlando W. Stephenson, "implications of Individual
Differences in Social Studies Teaching", Social Educ at ion
,
11:300, November, 1947,
3 Harry H, Giles, S. P, McCutcheon and A, Norris Zechiel
Exploring the Curriculum (New York: Harper Bros,, 1942), p, 3.

6mentary School those charged with making the elementary curric-
ulum would be bound to borrow these in order to fill the vacuum.
The above authors report as follows
t
I
1] In 1918 the Commission on the Reorganization of Second- I
' ary Education issued a report. Cardinal Principles of Sec -
ondary Education . This report was among the first of the
attempts to make education more functional in nature.,..
[According to the report3 The individual is engaged in the
work of the world, har a certain amount of leisure time,
jlives in a home and community, uses goods and services, has '
problems requiring cooperative action of the social group
and forms some kind of working philosophy of life. These
{
concerns and activities impose demands on the individual
which must be met, and problems inherent in these demands
j
must be solved, or unhappiness and maladjustment result. 4 i
This, too, was to prove inadequate however and Giles,
[McCutcheon and Zechiel conclude their brief sketch:
|
!
Recognizing the disadvantages of the 'life demands' |I
approach to curriculum building ^because they were focused
on the activities of adults rather than boys and glrls^ as
applied through the analysis of adult activity, the Com-
, mission on Secondary School Curriculum studied the problems
j
|j
of general education from the approach through adolescent
needs, [In 1932 H The Comrnission assumed that processes and n
goals of education should be relevant to the needs of the
j
J
learner as he interacts with his social medium. 5
i
il In other words the objective of social cooperation is |i
better served by the formation of a club or athletic team than
j
by a study, however intensive, of the processes of democratic
government.
Any lingering doubts on the validity of this last might '
be dlsspelled by the following passage from Beard's A Charter
' for the Social Sciences in the Schools:
^ Ibid
., p. 4.
5 Ibid ., p. 5.
rc
7... we must be on oiir guard against the adoption of
the hasty opinion that the public schools can solve the
problems of democracy or at least pave the way for easy
solutions. On this assumption it is sometimes urged
that the chief purpose of the social studies is to assure
a presentation and discussion of current issues. Out of
this, it is said, will come the proper preparation of
the people for their historic mission. . . • There is no
assurance that the problems discussed today with such
assiduity will be the problems before the country when
the children now in the grades reach maturity, 6
Beard hammers home this point with example of
the Issues hotly discussed in his own youth; free silver
and the trusts. Its validity is in no way lessened by the
coincidence that the silver issue was to have a brief re-
crudescence a few years later in the social turmoil engen-
dered by the New Deal. Beard also points out quite aptly
the impossibility of discussing many important problems in
some communities.
In 1937, Wirth had this to say in the Eighth Yearbook
of the National Council for the Social Studies :
The current emphasis on the social aims of education
is apparent in the various lists of objectives more
recently compiled. The frequent occurrence of such
terms as 'functional', 'social', and 'practical'.
Indicates that by some vrr-iters the social studies are
charged with the responsibility of being utilitarian.
That the thought on objectives has by no means
6 Charles A. Beard, A Charter for the Social Sciences
in the Schools (Report of the Commission on the Social Studies,
Part 1, New York: Chas. Scrlbner and Sons, 1932), p. 41.
7 Fremont P. Wirth, "Objectives in the Social Studies",
Eighth Yearbook of the National Council for the Social Studies
(Cambridge, Mass,, the Council, 1937), p, 39,

8sighted Its 3oal and tv>«it there is sutiple need for further
search, is strons^ly inulcatea oy ireenan in an article for
Social Bducatt on
,
published in 1940:
• . . there has never been ar.y real conflict in aims
between teaching for knowledL';e, and teaching for
attitudes and character. In the past oiir immediate
aim has been to teach facts, but we always hoped that
those facts would be useful in producing more • . •
efficient citizens, Now we must confess that not all
our hopes have been realized. . . , 0\ir crime rate has
not diminished, there are still too many people who
do not bother to rro to the polls on election day.
Profiteering and racketeering seem to be on the increase.
There is still a strong tendency to seek panaceas for
all of our national ills. 8
B. Present Status of Thought on Social Studies Objectives
The current literature on Social Studies objectives
falls into two distinct categories. There have been some
cogent £ind well thought out suggestions regarding not only
the content of Social Studies objectives but also the best
method of presenting them for the use of the key individual
In the whole educational system, the classroom teacher.
There is also a considerable body of criticism directed
towards pointing out the shortcomings of current lists of
objectives as well as of their manner of presentation.
On the more constructive side, liles, McGutcheon,
and Zechlel put forward the following suggestion:
'Ve cannot determine needs from a study of society
and adolescents as they are but must take into con-
8 John T. jreenan, "Attitudes and Ideals in Social
Studies Teaching", Social E^uc atl on
, 4:44, January, 1940.
4.
9aider ation the values we hold to be most worthwhile.
The individual needs growth and development, but the
direction of that [growth is to be determined by the
Ideals of the culture, ^
And Merriam:
• • • the details of curriculum making should not be
subjects of lawmaking but the outcome of a careful
consideration by teaching experts in special fields
and by those responsible for the curriculum as a whole. 10
In much the same vein as the above, P'rederick and
P£U?quear note:
Curriculum making in the United States has always
been done in a piecemeal, patched up sort of way.
Certain materials of instruction are included simply
because they have been taught in the past. Other
materials are taught because certain organized groups
have, for their own purposes, insisted that these
be added to the curriculum, ll
Wesley takes up the argument from there:
An objective does not imply an inevitable body of
material. Even more certainly a given body of material
does not guarantee a particular outcome. If the study
of American History is to result in a belief in democ-
racy, it must be so taught as to produce this result,
, , , Failure to recognize this fact which is so obvious
to teachers has caused endless confusion among many
publicists, legislators, and critics of education, 12
y Giles, McCutcheon and Zechiel, 0£, cit , , p. 9,
10 Charles E, Merriam, Civic Education in the United
States (Report of the Commission on the Social Studies , Part
VI, New York: Chas. Scribner and Sons, 1934), p, 179,
11 0, I. Frederick and Lucille J, Parquear, "Problems
of Life", Part I, School Review
.
46:337, Hay, 1938,
12 Edgar B, V;esley, Teaching Social Studies in the
Elementary School (Boston: D, C, Heath and Co., 19467,
p, 112.

If some of the above seems harsh, there Is more
severe criticism to come. There is in the very phrases
with which lists of objectives ar*^ Introduced a certain
stale sameness that smacks of ritualism more than of
intelligent thought. One reads over and over again in
lists published durin,;? the prosperity of the twenties,
the depression of the thirties, the v/ar and the years
following it that "these are times of crisis" and that
"never in history have our schools faced a greater task
than they do today". Certainly no concept in all of
education is more readily adaptable to lip service than
that of the "worthwhile objective"; none so readily
mumbled and quickly forgotten. Horn, among others,
recognizes this in a wry passage:
Almost every conceivable purpose that could be
claimed for instruction in any field is to be found
among the objectives listed for the social studies.
The statements fail utterly to recognize the dif-
ferentiated purposes of the various disciplines within
the Social Studies or the purposes of the Social
Studies as a whole contrasted with those of other
fields. The multiplicity and diffuseness of the
statements of objectives are matched by their
vagueness, inconsistency and romantic unreality. An
unfortunate teacher who attempted to follow such lists
would rival Stephen Leacock^s hero who mounted his
horse and rode off in all directions.
Indeed the listing of objectives seems to be a
formality that must be attended to as a matter of
ritual rather than the setting up of clear purposes
and points of view by which instruction is to be
shaped and appraised. , . ,
There is nevertheless some justification for a
multiplicity of aims if woven into an intelligible

i!
11
ij
pattern. The aims and processes of school life are
exceedin:-^ly complicated, , , but an inordinately ex-
\ tended list of objectives , . . bewilders rather than
orients the teacher, ^3
j|
Horn proceeds to say that what is probably needed
' is not a lis+- at all but a philosophical treatise on the
j!
style of Beard's Charter for the Social Sciences in the
Schools ,
Thompson, taking up the cud'2;els, gives us a more
j
concrete bill of particulars. Speaking of objectives,
I
he s ays
;
(1) They lack comprehensiveness. They are too
nsirrow in scope, • . • (2) They are often listed as
abstractions which cannot be made the goal of any
desirable activity, (3) They lack d^mamics, , , .
No one desires them sufficiently to make any effort
or sacrifice to attain them, (4) They lack clear-
cut organization so that one can distinguish among
such levels as broad social objectives, concrete, • ,
social objectives, teacher's objectives and pupils
objectives. 14
Wirth, however, tends to place the blsime for the
' failure of objectives more upon the shoulders of the
,
teacher,
i!
ji
, . . for some teachers the objectives are mere
I
verbal statements, and no matter how v/ell expressed,
I
how clearly stated or how universally accepted, they
nevertheless fail if there is no relation between
! them and what takes place in the classroom. An im-
portant problem then is to translate the objectives
13 Ernest Horn, Methods of Instruction in the Social
Sciences (Report of the G omj-iii s s i on on the Social Studies,
Part XV, New York: Chas, Scribner and Sons, 1932), p, 3-5.
^^ Merrit M, Thompson, "Levels of Objectives in
Education", Harvard Educational Review
,
12; 201, Kay, 1943,

11
1
il
1
i
= 12
into classroom procedures. 15
Amidst this confusion, it might be well to introduce
the criteria set up at the Curriculum Laboratory at
Columbia
for judging courses of study from the viewpoint of their
social philosophy. The list is reported by Bruner
et al.
and seems to have a definite application here.
1) Is the desirable society conceived of as a democracy?
2) Is it reco^mized that institutions should be modi-
fied as new situations demand, as we achieve better
insi^Thts and understandings?
3) Is living conceived as a process of making adequate
adi'ustments to a living world? m^^x.
4) Is" social life considered necessary for the
fullest
exoression of the individual? ^. ^
5) Is' there a recognition of life's conflicting forces
and issues and have provisions been mo^e to deal
with them realistically?
6) Is the school recognized as a conscious agency ol
social improvement? IS
For a final word, let us turn to -.Yiley who says:
Nothing that the state may do through the publica-
tion of syllabus materials or guides in this i leJ-J
should be permitted to interfere in any way^with the
further development of purposeful projects m the
1 various communities, through which the best think-
ing of the teachers may be drawn out and as a re-
sult of which the work may become more efficient
1 tovmrd the attainment of the objectives which have
been accepted as the aims of social studies in-
struction. 1'''
The significant thing above would appear to be
15 v/irth, 0£. cit., p. 39.
16 Herbert B. Bruner, et al., 7/hat Our Schools are
' Teaching (New York: Teachers' College, Columbia University,
1941), p. 211.
1|
I;
17 George M. Wiley, Jr., "Social Studies— a Slogan i
II
j
or a Service", Social Studies,
30:6,
January, 1939.
Il
rr
the acceptance of some authoritative list of Social Studies
objectives (from whence is not atate^O at the same time
that the teacher is left free to build around this list,
with collaboration, his own coru^se of study.
There has been some slirjht tendency to state Social
Studies oblectives in the form of long treatises rather
than lists, but, as will be shown, at the level with which
this study is concerned the tendency has not been sig-
nificant.
The suggestion has come from many quarters in recent
years that objectives offered in courses of study should be
analyzed for -^-he giiidance of the teacher rather than baldly
stated. That objectives so analyzed ai"'e definitely tied to
methods is evident, but this is highly desirable, too, since
otherwise it is so easy to adopt worthy aims and then do no
more about them.
Again, however, while this analysis of objectives
seems the most helpful idea brought forward in recent years
at the curriculum building level, there is little evidence
of its adoption in the materials considered here.
Although the idea of analyzing objectives has re-
ceived attention from a number of sources, some of the best
examples of the system in operation are to be found in
ailes, McGutcheon and Zechiel's Exploring the Curriculum o
In support of the idea they have this to say:
c
14
Two faults In statements of objectives are fre-
quently found. They are either too specific in the
scope covered or they are in the form of generaliza-
tions so broadly stated that their meaning is hazy.
The reverse should be true. Objectives should be
general in the scope covered, but analyzed minutely
as to their specific meanings. Unless analyzed
carefully, objectives will fail to provide aid to
teachers in malcing decisions, . . ,1^
Later the same authors give the following example:
Outstanding practitioners in the teaching pro-
fession are coming to see more and more clearly the
need to attack their objectives directly and to de-
pend less upon an indiscriminate transfer of training
from the mastery of logically organized bodies of
subject matter. One of the widely held objectives
which is being analyzed to see what constitutes its
operations is that of developing students who can
think intelligently about problems with which they
are concerned. , . . A relatively simple (analysis)
of this problem that has been used by Mr, Edgerton
at Wisconsin High School consists of four steps.
Find the Facts. Filter the Facts. Face the P'acts.
Follow the Facts. 19
As a more extended example of this idea in opera-
tion, the follov/ing is quoted in its entirety from the
Progressive Education Association's Science in 'Jeneral
-Education ;
The analysis of the objectives by means of listing
the operations involved or the abilities utilized,
frequently provides the den:ree of specificity re-
quired for an understanding of the objective. For
example, the developm.ent of skill in reflective
thinking is an objective that is considered impor-
tant by practically all teachers. In the exercise
of reflective thinking, one must be able to
18 Criles, McCutcheon and Zechiel, 0£, cit . , p. 13,
19 Ibid
. , p. 176,
rr
15
1, define a problem;
2, forinulate an hypothesis;
3, collect data;
4, organize data;
5, draw inferences from data;
6, recognize the difference between inferences
which represent a conclusion or solution
to the problem, inferences v/hich demand
a restatement of the hypothesis, or in-
ferences which demand the forinulation of
another hypothesis;
7, translate conclusions into action.
Several conclusions can now be drawn relative to
classroom procedures:
1, Many opportunities must be provided students
to deal with problems the^r feel are sig-
nificant.
2, ?/ide sources of information must be tTtilized,
The practice of assignment-recitation,
following a single textbook, is not suffi-
cient. Many books, periodicals, newspapers,
interviews, excursions, and experiments
should be used,
3, Students must share in the responsibility
of defining the problem, formulating hy-
potheses, and in exercising the abilities
required in the collection, organization,
and interpretation of data,
4, The evaluation program should give some
index of pupil-grov/th along the lines of
the seven abilities listed above,
5, The school should discover, wherever
possible, arenas of action in which the
students may exercise reflective thinking
in meaningful, real situations,
"Objectives less tsiigible than the development of
reflective thinking" sire more difficult to analyze.
For example, growth towai^d social maturity cannot be
analyzed in terns of required abilities or skills in-
volved. However, insight into the meaning of this
objective can be obtained by examining illustrations
of typical patterns of behavior.
A student who is "socially mature"
A. Peels social responsibility and
a. Contributes to the general efficiency of the
school as an organization

b. Is on time with rep;iilar and special reports on
InTormatlon which the class needs
c» Participates in discussion
d. Cares personally for books and equipment used
by the class
e. Serves in any special capacity to which he is
elected or appointed
Suggested classroom procedure: Development of esprit
de corps
,
setting high standards for the group,
Trhe teacher must live up to them himself and
expect others to do so.)
B. Is sensitive to other people
a. In the class
1, Praises his classmates for q:ood work
2. Finds good qualities in those who are un-
like himself
Suggested classroom procedure:
Judicious praise from the teacher
DiscoverinT the unique contributions v/hich each
student can make.
Having the teacher step in to protect and en-
courage a submerged member of the class, (This
requires tact on the teacher's part,)
Developing a realization and appreciation of in-
differences
b. In the school
1, Speaks proudly of "our department" and the
contributions it can make to school life
2, Does not display jealousy or petulance
toward teachers and other students
3, Is conscious of the contributions of all
departments in the school
Suggested classroom procedure:
Showing respect for the subject-matter contri-
butions of other specialists
Constructive attitude (on the part of the teacher)
toward all school activities
c. In his home
1, Cheerfully does his share of home duties
2. Does not Impose on others
3« Makes allowance for the failings of others
Suggested classroom procedure:
Considering backgroLinds and problems of parents
and children
Suggesting (to parents and children) family sports
and recreation
d. In the community
1. Is Interested in civic problems (government,
hoiising, etc)

17
2. Speaks of working conditions during trips
to factories, etc)
3. I.iakes it a point to talk v/lth others about
their work and interests
4. Judges social and econoiiiic situations by
spiritual as well as material standards
Suggested classroom procedure:
Searching for projects of community concern in
which adolescents can participate. (Helpful
in this connection, for the teacher, is Paul
R. Hanna's Youth Serves the Coirimunl ty .
)
Making the acquaintance of many people in the
community. Introducing students to them in the
classroom, and in public institutions, factories,
utilities plants, etc.
Pointing out the contributions of individuals in
the community to our economic, industrial, and
social life
e. In the world
1. Has no racial or national antipathies
2. Shows Interest in world problems (e.g., pre-
vention of wsir)
Suggested classroom procedure:
Stressing of the economic Interdependence of the
world
Speaking of the contributions of scientists and
Inventors, statesmen and philosophers—living
and dead, of all nationalities to our present
knowledge and civilization; finding stimulating
readings of this kind
Attem.pting to develop an ideal of cooperation in
improving our social order 20
Still another example is given by A.ldrlch, who
reports a curriculum set up at N.Y.U. which was built
around critical thinking. One aim of this course v/as
the ability to solve problems, and it was broken down
in this way:
a, by defining problems
Progressive Education Association, Commission on
the Secondary School C-urriculum, Science in General Ed-
ucation (New York: D. Apoleton Century Co., 1938),
p. 483.

18
b, by identifying feasible covirses of action
c, by collecting; and interpreting information
d. by reaching tentative decisions based on soimd
inference, and
e. by acting in accordance v;ith decisions mide. 21
Fleischer also gives us an example of a very brief
analysis. In this case the objective is the recognition
of propaganda, and it is broken dovm thus:
. , • 1) what is the source? 2) is the whole picture
being shown? 3) is the material opinionated, 22
At this point in the study we must consider what
should be the objectives of the Social Studies program
in the elementary school. No authoritative list as such
exists for the elementary school or any other level;
however a survey of the report of the American Historical
Association's Gomrriission on the Social Studies, particu-
larly part one, A Charter for the Social Sciences in the
Schools , as well as the vn?i tings of vario\is leaders in
this field, yields an exhaustive and definitive list of
possible objectives for the Social Studies, It will be
the purpose of this study, in part, to compare with this
list the objectives actually set up in state courses of
study,
21 J. C. Aldrich, "Developing Critical Thinking",
Social Education
, 12:115, March, 1948,
22 R, D. Fleischer, "Detection and Counteraction of
Propaganda", Social Studies, 39:9, January, 1948,
t
•
The writer is fully aware of the apparent in-
consistency of his position here. He has said above
that some of the best cm^rent thought favors stating
objectives in treatise form, and then when presented
with such a treatise in A Charter for the Social Sciences
in the Schools , he has violated this principle hj wresting
from their context the ideas set forth in the Charter and
other writings and arbitrarily listing them. In defense
it must be said that an objective, concrete comparison
makes such an action necessary since objectives are almost
invariably so stated in the courses of study being examined.
Following, then, is a list of desirable objectives
set forth in Beard's Charter for the Social Sciences in
the Schools ,
First among the conditioning realities which must
shape our program of civic instruction is the changing
nature of the society in which we live and v;ork. . • •
It is one of the stubborn and irreducible facts with
which we must reckon. . . whether we struggle to main-
tain a status quo , to gain some promised land of the
future, or to recover a lost paradise,
Intimately associated with the changing character
of modern society, in an inner but not entirely causal
relation, is the second conditioning element in our
situation, nam.ely, industrialism. . . . The world into
which otir children are to be graduated, for which they
are to be prepared will be a world in which rationality,
planning, and intelligent cooperation will have increas-
ing sway in domestic ai*fairs, industry and government. 24
23 Beard, op
.
cit_.
, p. 27.
24 Ibid., p. 30-34.
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The third conditioning complex to be considered in
formulating a program of the social studies for the
United States is the system of government under v/hich
the pupils are to live, nearly all of them as active
participants. . . • Since many important policies of
government are of necessity highly controversial, in-
struction in citizenship if it is not limited to
sterile abstractions cuts into difficult themes and
affects powerful interests, ... An attempt to con-
ceal this fact would be futile; an evasion would lead
to stultification. It would be better to i^gnore en-
tirely the subject of government in the social sciences
than to confine it to innocuous generalizations on
which people agree in theory and disagree violently
in practice, 25
• • • while some of the problems of democracy must
find a place in the social sciences program, they
cannot form the entire substance of it or work won-
ders even when they are duly introduced. , . •
Furthermore a v/ide knowledge of facts and discipline
in thinking are the prerequisites of a fruitful con-
sideration of controversial questions. Here it seems
the schools may lay their emphasis v/ith less danger
to their instruction £ind perhaps more profit to the
country. To be sure many facts presented should be
germane to problems that the mind may be whetted on
live issues as v;ell as dead issues,
Social education cannot help a given society attain
its just ends unless it lays bare the structure of in-
ternational relations and emphasizes the importance of
the kind of national behaviour essential to the ration-
al conduct of international affairs. In other words
the domestic scene must be firmly fitted into the
world scene, 27
If pu.blic school instruction in the Constitution
takes the form of artificial tabus never contemplated
by the men who framed it, if its essential spirit of
progressive adaptation to the needs of society is
neglected, . , then the political conflicts of the
future cannot be resolved within the rationality
25 Ibid., p, 35-37,
26 Ibid,, p, 46.
27 Ibid
.
.
p. 50.
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of the law, 28
Insofar as social science is truly scientific it is
neutral; as taur;;ht in the schools it is and must be
ethical; it must make choices and emphasize values
with reference to commandin-;; standards, 29
Yet. . . we may say that the primary information
which social science must supply through the schools
to individuals is information concerning the condi-
tioning elements, forces, and ideas of the modern
world in which life mus t be lived. 30
To attain information certain skills are necessary.
These are the signs and instruments of power. In a
way this topic might well be the first on the list,
for the information imparted in the schoolroom is
severely limited in its range and is only a small
part of the equipment for life. 31
Next to the collection of data is skill in analysis
— the power to break masced data or large themes into
manageable units, and to get at irreducible elements
in £Lny complex under scrutiny, 32
More difficult. . . is the synthesis— the art of
putting elements together, drawing inferences from
them, comparing results with previous conclusions
and preconceptions. 33
... in our age emphasis is rightly laid on the
scientific method. Having wrought marvelous results
in the world of nature. . , it has been imported into
social studies where it also produces extraordinary
results within more decided limits, 34
28 Ibid., p. 86,
29 Ibid., p. 94.
30 Ibid,, p. 98,
31 Ibid
, , p. 99,
32 Ibid
., p. 100.
33 Ibid.
, p. 100.
3^ Ibid., p. 101.
rc
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Habits no less than knowledge and skill are a
characteristic of every rich and competent personal-
ity. • . . .'Vmong the habits which social science is
concerned with forming are personal cleanliness, in-
dustry, courlesy, promptness, accijracy and effective
cooperation in common undertakings. 35
Of all the attitudes or loyalties to be cultivated
by the social studies, love of country, patriotism.,
comes first on tho accepted prOh^rams of civic instruc-
tion. , . . The loyalty which history and the social
studies can instill is. . . the loyalty of reasoned
affection, not the loyalty of tribal prejudice. 3t)
Will power and coura^ve must be added if rich and
many sided personalities are to be nonj^ished. . , .
Strangely affiliated with courage and yet distinct
from it is imagination— the capacity to compare, to
contrast, to combine and to construct, 37
Deeply rooted in imagination is another element of
the full life—esthetic appreciation. 38
. . . it is one of the inescapable duties of teachers
in the social studies to discover, draw forth, and
inspire students with capacity for leadership and
creative work. Prom this source comes the continuous
renev;al that gives freshness and vigor to civil-
ization. 39
. . • a program of the social sciences must reassert the
significance of criticism and inventiveness as a potent
force for progress and a condition precedent to
survival. ^0
These then are Beard's main tenets. He presents a
35 Ibid.
,
pp. 101- 2.
36 Ibid.
.
p. 105.
37 Ibid. pp. 106- 7.
38 Ibid. p. 108.
39 Ibid. p. 110.
40 Ibid. p. 112.
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few others which are paraphrased here. As examples of the
sort of progress Ivism he thinks desirable, he cites: im-
proving public health; promoting the ideal that all must
work; providing for a better use of leisure; forwarding
the ideal that the fullest educational opportimities
belong to all; eliminating undeserved poverty; increasing
tolerance; improving man's lot by invention; research
and taking thought; avoiding over-materialism; and pro-
moting liter ati.\re.
Needless to say many of the v/ritings examined in
the course of this study which attempted to set down de-
sirable objectives for a Social Studies program, repeated
majiy of Beard's ideas on these lines. Tlie scope of his
thinking is so wide as to make this unavoidable. Besird's
statement has been chosen in preference to any others be-
cause of the unique position of his work in the field of
Social Studies objectives. Other authorities are quoted
below, therefore, only where they have hit upon some
point not mentioned by Beard, or have given emphasis or
pithy statement to some mentioned by him only in passing*
(Parenthetically, it may be added here, that nowhere in
the literature examined was found a single statement that
any conceivable aim of education did not rightfully belong
among the objectives of the Social Studies.)
Merrlam corroborates Beard almost exactly adding

only this
:
One of the types of sophistication with which class
instruction may acquaint the citizen is that of the
modern revolutionary movements in which indoctrination
and propa:3anda are important. . . . The study of indoc-
trination may be made one of the most useful topics in
the whole range of civic instruction. 41
Cassels would add:
. . . with increased productivity has come a tremen-
dous increase in the complexity of the problems with
which we are all confronted els consumers. An amazing
variety of goods is available for human wants, but
few of the people who use them have any idea of how
they are made or how their values are determined, 42
Coleman goes further, thinks pupils should learn to,
"Buy rationally, consume intelligently, and organize since
the individual consumer is powerless to test, to fight
legislation etc." 43
The Educational Policies ComiTxission of the National
Education Association and the American Association of Schoo
Administrators lists several criteria of the "educated cit-
izen". In addition to those which overlap the purposes of
Beard, stated above, there sire the following:
Conservation, The educated citizen has a regard
for the nations resources. , . .
Lav/ Observance . The educated citizen respects the
lav/. . . .
41 Merriam, 0£. cit , , p. 36.
42 John M. Cassels, "The Rise of Consumer Education"
Education, 60:269, January, 1940.
43 John H, Coleman, "Some Basic Problems of Consumer
Education", Clearing House
, 13:391, March, 1939.
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Political Gitizonahip , The educated citizen
accepts civic duties.
Chase contributes the following:
The obligations of citizenship begin with the
family and end with the human race. Our common con-
cern is to educate world-minded American citizens, 45
And Hsirtung tells us that:
, . , a number of significant experimental attempts
have been made to teach directly, • . for the objective
and to measure grov/th in critical thinking or problem
solving abilities. The results of those studies have
shown that the concepts and abilities involved are
definitely teachable, and that even students of low
general ability can make defi:n1^e progress In critical
thinking, 46
C, Summary
We have seen then, thus far, that an objective is
a goal or purpose of education, and that the Social Studies
sire concerned with the business of living and those as-
pects of the physical world which affect man's manner of
living. Examination of the history of Social Studies
objectives has shown that there has been a trend av/ay from
purely disciplinary aims to a functional or "life demands"
approach, and that this in turn has been modified to con-
centrate more upon the needs and interests of children
44 The National Education Association and American
Asoociation of School Administrators' Educational Policy
Commission, 0£, ci_t , , p, 108,
45 Llnwood Chase, "Ciu? Common Concern", Social
Education. 12;8, January, 1948.
46 Maurice L. Hartung, "Thoughts on Critical Think-
ing", School Review
. 56:315, June, 1948,
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themselves, and less upon those of adults.
There Is still great dissatisfaction with the
methods of stating objectives in the Social Studies as
well as with their content. It has been suggested that
these objectives might better be (a) stated in the form
of an essay or treatise, or (b) analyzed minutely for
the guidance of the teacher.
Prom the literature, a list of Social Studies
objectives v/as derived with which this study will compare
those objectives now in use.

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
As the first step in this study a list was made up
of all those people in the State Education Offices of the
forty-eijht States and the District of Columbia from whom
coiTTses of study mi£^ht be obtained, V/here the name of a
person in charge of curriculum development or concerned
v/ith elementary education was known, that person's name
was used; otherwise, the name of the State Superintendent
or Commissioner was used. A letter was then dra^^m up
requesting copies of state courses in use, and sent by
Dr. W. Linwood Chase to each person on this list (for
sample of letter, see Appendix A),
Replies were received from forty-five states and
the District of Columbia, in most cases from some one
other than the person addressed. (For the convenience
of anyone making a like study the list of those replying
is given in Appendix B.) Subsequently, materials were
received from twenty-seven states. Of these, seventeen
proved to be useful to this study, but ten others sent
materials which contained no objectives and so could not
be used. Three states, Idaho, Maryland, and New Hampshire,
had made no reply v/hatever by the time this study was
completed; although, as will be shown, courses were later
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obtained for all tliree. Of those states from which no
materials were received, twelve gave as their reason that
their courses were out of print, six that their materials
were in the process of revision or of being printed, two
others that they had no course at the state level, and
one that it was not allowed to send materials out of state.
Three others had materials which they would send but wished
a payment in advance first. It was decided to make a search
in some of the local libraries before ordering these. All
of the information given above will be found summarized in
Table 1,
Prom the Educational Resources Library at Boston
University, the files of D. C. Heath and Co., and the
Library of the kassachuse tts Department of Education,
materials for eighteen more states were found, bringing
the total number available to thirty-five. These are also
shown in Table l with their dates of publication. It was
decided to limit the examination of objectives to those in
courses published since 1935, since the Harnett study was
done in that year. 1
IVhen the courses indicated in Table 1 had been assem-
bled, all general objectives were taken down for the anal-
yses that were to be made. Also taken down were such grade
1 Barnett, 0£. cit .
cc
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I
i objectives as were fomd, although here a certain discretion
I had to be exercised as many of these in the very long lists
I
were repetitive— the same objective reciirring for two or
more grades either in exactly the same words or only slight-
ly changed to compensate for growing maturity. In such cases
J
the same objective was taken down only once, and then only
for the highest grade for which it was ^iven, since there it
was usually stated most completely,
i The third step in the procedure was to tabulate the
i'
I various courses examined and analyze the results to see what
proportion offered a unified Social Studies program and what
proportion specified separate subject matter^ This was done
in the following manner. Thirty-four courses were divided
'I
into three groups. The first group of eleven treated Social
ij Studies as a single unified field. In a second group of
nine, the Social Studies consisted of two or more subjects
taught separately and concurrently; as History, (Geography,
Civics, etc. In a third group of fourteen there were units
of History, units of Geography, units of Civics, etc., so
that while these subjects were not taught concurrently,
neither could it be said that a mified program was being
followed. Henc^, these, for statistical purposes, are classed
with the separate subject matter courses. Since almost all
courses give a unified program in the first three grades,
the status at the highest grade shown is accepted for each
rc
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state. (See Tables 2 and 3.)
The fourth step was to construct the following list
of classifications of objectives from A Charter for the
Social Sciences In the Schools and other portions of the
literature quoted in Chapter II. For the purposes of this
study. Social Studies objectives are divided into the fol-
lowing categories:
Those which prepare the student to take his place in
1) a society which is dynamic
2) a society which is based on cooperation
3) a society which is a democracy
4) a society in which problems must be solved
5) a society which is part of a complex world situation
6) a society based upon ethical principles
Those which recognize that the student requires
7) yacts
8) skills
9) an acquaintance v/ith the scientific method
10) will power
11) courage
12) imagination
13) esthetic appreciation
14) loyalty
Those which recognize the need for habits of
15) cleanliness
16) industry
r
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17) courtesy
18) promptness
19) accuracy
Those which would give the student
20) the ability to analyze
21) the ability to synthesize
22) the ability to lead
23) the ability to invent
24) the ability to recognize propaganda
25) the ability to consume intelligently
26) the ability to create
Those which promote an attitude of progressivism
27) in regard to the improvement of public health
28) in regsird to providing for a better use of leisure
29) in regsird to educational opportunities for all
30) in regai-'d to the elimination of undeserved poverty
31) in regard to the idea that all must work
32) in regard to tolerance
33) in regard to the improvement of man's lot by in-
vention, research and taking thought
34) in regard to the avoidance of over-materialism
35) in regard to the conservation of natural resources
36) in regard to the acceptance of the responsibili-
ties of citizenship.
The fifth step in this study was to compare the ob-
r
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jectlves found in the courses of study examined with the above
list. In many cases it was discovered that what was presented
in the course as one objective actually cut across two or
more of the categories given above. In such cases, all ob-
jectives touched upon were credited on the frequency chart.
Likewise, many courses had two or more objectives belonging
in the same category. In these cases the course v/as only
credited once under such a category. These results may be
seen in Table 4.
The course for North Carolina, since it is credited on
the frequency chart with fourteen objectives (the median
number is 15.4) will serve as an example of the method used
in this step. After stating that the list is not intended
to be exliaustive, the cowse lists the following under "Con-
cepts and Generalizations":
1. Man's conception of truth changes.
2» Social changes have traceable causes.
3o Man is a social being and needs contacts with others
of his kind,
4, Nothing runs into the present without pressure from
the past.
5« Man Is an individual and as a member of various
groups is increasingly dependent upon others.
6. Physical environment affects and is affected by man.
7. Freedom is enjoyed through the exercise of intelli-
gence and the assumption of responsibility.
8. Conditions of living are being constantly made
better.
9. Understanding that men are alike in fmdarnental
respects is basic to improved human relationships.
10. The existence and progress of man are dependent
upon his adaptability. 2
^ Suggested Twelve Year Program for the North Garo-
lina Schools (Raleigh: State Department of Public Instruc-
tion, 1942)7 p. 157.
rr
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Under "abilities and skills" the following are pre-
sented I
1, The development of good study habits such as be-
ginning a job promptly, listening to and under-
standing directions, concentrating on the work at
hand, and having a plan of work,
2, Ability to do critical reading, interpret data, com-
pile bibliographies, and make a report, oral or
written, upon the problem studied.
3, Ability to use a social studios vocabulary,
4, Ability to evaluate sources of information and to
recognize and analyze propaganda,
5, Development of time and place orientation,
6, Abilitjr to use and interpret materials, such as maps,
globes, slides, relics, newspapers, observation
trips, and inform.ation gained from interviews and
discussions
,
7, Skill in the use of numbers in such activities as
making personal budgets, community surveys, reading
and making graphs, and interpreting social sta-
tistics,
8, Skill in obtaining pertinent information from
current periodicals,
9, Abilit^r to take part in orderly exchange of opinions
with respect for the opinions of others,
10, Ability to use a vsiriety of means of expression,
including language, paint, crayon, paper, wood, clay,
and the like, 3
These are compared with the thirty-six categories pre-
viously listed in the following manner. Under "Concepts
and Generalizations", numbers 1, 2, 4, and 10, are classed
with those objectives v/hich prepare the student to take his
place in a dynamic society. Number 3 is classed with those
which prepare him to take his place in a society based upon
cooperation, and number 5 with those which would prepare him
to take his place in a society which is part of a complex
world situation. Number 6 is classed with those v/hich
3 Ibid., p. 158
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recognize that the student needs certain facts, n-umber 7 with
those which promote the acceptance of civic responsibilities,
and number 9 with those which promote tolerance. Number 8
is classed with those which promote an attitude of progres-
sivism towards the improvement of man's lot by invention and
research.
In the group labelled "abilities and skills", number 1
is classed with those which would develop promptness, industry,
and will power, nujiibers 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8 with those v/hich
would give the student certain necessary skills, and number
4 with those v;hich would give the student the ability to
recognize propaganda and the ability to analyze. Along with
the others previously mentioned, number 9 was placed in the
category with those objectives which prepare the student to
take his place in a society based upon cooperation, and
number 10 v/ith those, which seek to develop his creative
ability.
Next a statistical comparison was made between those
courses in which the Social Studies v/ere treated as a single
field and those in which they were presented as separate
subjects to determine whether there were any significant
differences in their objectives. Using the same data as in
step three, except that West Virginia and Utah were eliminated
since information was available only for grades seven and
eight, each of the thirty-six objectives was ranked according
{(
Ito Its frequency In the two groUDS and the difference In rank
I
compared according to the Speartnan Rank Difference Formula
to obtain a figure indicating correlation or lack of it
ji
I,
between the two groups.
A frequency count was then made to determine the
I; type of organization prevailing in lists of objectives. (See
1
Table 2.)
I
Another frequency count was made to determine which
II
of the thirty-six categories of objectives from the litera-
ture w-qs receiving most attention. The thirty-six were then
listed in order of frequency, and the results may be seen on
pages fifty-five to sixty-two.
(
CPIAPTER IV
PINDIN3S OP THE STLT»Y
A. Stmunary of Materials in Elementary School Social Studies
Sup^jlied by State Departments of Education
Following is a surmnary of the replies and materials
received and otherwise obtained from the forty-eight states
and the District of Columbia,
Alabama replied that its course of study was out of
print, but subsequently one was found in the Educational
Resources Library at Boston University,^ This course tauf^ht
Social Studies as an integrated program. There were seven
general objectives for the course, an outline of work, list
of units and brief description of units,
Arizona replied that it had a new course of study for
elementary school Social Studies at the printers, but it was
still unobtainable when this study was completed,
Arkansas sent a handbook^ which devoted two pages to
an integrated program of Social Studies, grade one to eight,
including a brief overview, six .general objectives, and a
statement of content for each grade.
1 Alabama, Gou.rse of Study and Teacher ' s G-uide for
the Elementary Schools Crr ade One to Six (Montgomer:/"; State
Department of Educ at i on, 1941)
•
2 Arkansas, Handbook for Elementary Teachers (Little
Rock: State Department of Education, 1948),
f
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California sent materials -.vhich proved to be -unusable
In this study, since they Indicated no objectives,
Colorado sent a cominimlcatlon that it coi,ild not supply
its course to those OLitside the state. However, a copy was
found in the Educational Resources Library.*^ Social Studies
were taught as separate subjects but not concurrently. There
were general objectives and some unit objectives. The course
covered grades one to ei,3ht. Units were listed for each
grade and activities suggested,
Connecticut sent its course of study,^ The course in
Social Studies had a fairly detailed statement of philosophy
and thirteen general objectives. The program was Integrated
and there were unit objectives,
Delaware has a course in Social Studies grades one to
four, but this was out of print. No copies could be found in
any of the accessible collections in Boston, Attempts to
acquire a copy on loan proved equally unavailing.
The District of Columbia course of study is still in
the experimental stage and therefore unobtainable,
Florida was v/llling to send materials, but these were
found in the files of D, G. Heath and Co,^ This was a hand-
Colorado, Course of Study for ^^lementary Schools
(Denver: State Department of Education, 1942),
^ Connecticut, Education for Living (Hartford: State
Department of Education, 1948),
^ Florida, Social Studies in the Elementary School
(Tallahassee: State Department of Public Instruction, 1942).
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book to be used in building an integrated Social Studies
program. It listed desirable outcomes for grades one to six,
Georgia has no stat3 eouj'se at present, but is in the
process of developing one. A great deal of other material
was sent but none proved usable since it indicated no ob-
jectives .
Idaho sent no reply to this survey. But a copy of its
course was fo\md in the files of D. C. Heath. ^ This was a
treatment of grades one to eight, having Social Studies grades
one to three, Jeography and History grades toxir to eight, and
Civics in grade eight. There were no grade lists, no subject
lists or unit lists, but there was a short statement of
purpost from which five general objectives were derived.
Illinois sent materials.*^ These listed ninety-three
objectives which were then referred to by number before each
grade. There were units of History and Geography but they
were not to be given concurrently.
Indiana's materials were out of print but a copy was
Q
found at D. G. Heath. There were no grade or unit lists
6 Idaho, Gurricular Guide Acceptable to the Elementary
Schools of Idaho (Boise: State Department of Public Instruc-
tion, 1943).
' Illinois, Illinois Curriculum and Goixrse of Study
Guide for Elementary Schools (Springfield: State Department
of Public Instruction, 1943).
Q
Indiana, The Second Tentative Report of the Indiana
Social Studies Committee: Grades One to Tv;elve Inclusive
(Indianapolis: State Department of Education, 1942).
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but five lon^ and fully stated objectives for the whole pro-
gram, with a short explanation of each. The Social Studies
were offered as separate subjects but these were not taught
concurrently,
Iowa sent its course.^ In spite of its title this
proved to be concerned entirely with geography. There was a
brief essay on reneral objectives in Creography from which
some objectives were derived,
Kansas replied that its course was out of print but
the Educational Resources Library had a copy on file.^O
This proved to be almost exclusively devoted to Social
Studies, The program v/as given for grades one to eight, and
grade objectives were given for each grade. There were
separate subject units, not taught concurrently,
Kentucky's course was out of print but a copy was
found in the files of D. G. Heath, It offered Social
Studies grades one to three, and History, Geography and
Civics, taught concurrently, in grades four to eight. Trade
objectives, materials needed, and sample units were given
for each grade and each subject.
^ lov/a. Social Studies in the Elementary School (Des
Moines: State Department of Public Instruction, 1944)
.
Kansas, Teacher ' s Tu.ide to the Kansas Element siry
School Pr o ';r am of Studies TTopeka: State Department of Public
Instruction, 1941)
.
^•^ Kentucky, "Elementary Courses of Study (Outlines)
Grades One to Eight", C omiiionwe al th of Kentucky , Educational
Bulletin (VI, No. 5, 1938)
.
c
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LoiTlsiana sent Its com^se of study. 12 History, geog-
raphy and Government were all taught concwrently as separate
subjects. The content of each course was given in consider-
able detail. Objectives were given for each subject and
each ^rade.
Maine reported that it was at present working on a
revision, and no information was available when this study
was completed.
Mgryland made no reply to this survey, but mater'ials
were found in the Educational Resources Library. Those
were an integrated program for Social Studies, grades one to
three. Unit objective? were given sample ^\n*t'3 developed.
The general objectives given were quoted directly from the
Fourteenth Ye arbook and other places.
Massachtisetts sent its course of study. -'-^ This gave
a unified program for grades one to three, v/lth general
objectives and. grade objectives. It listed units and suggests
activities
.
Iviichigan reported that its course v;as out of print,
and no copy was found in any of the educational libraries used.
Louisiana, A juide for Teachinp'; the Social Studies in
jr ad e
s
Four, Five
,
Six
, Seven and Ei^ht (Baton Rouge: State
Department of Education, 1946).
Maryland, Social Studies in the Elementary School
,
Primary Level (Baltimore: State Department of Education, 1940),
1"^ Massachusetts, A Curriculum juide for Primary Gfr ad
e
Teachers (Boston: State Department of Education, 1943)'.
r
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Minnesota sent materials 15 but their date made It
inadvisable to use them in this study,
Mississippi sent its course. In this state the
Social Studies were an integrated course throurjh n;rade three.
Prom four to ei<zht
,
History and Seography had separate con-
tent and objectives.
Missouri v;as willing to send its course but one v/as
found in the library of D. 0, Heath and Co.l'^ This offered
Social Studies as separate subjects not taught concurrently,
grades one to eight. There were no objectives save those
for units of work. The units were given in outline form and
developed quite extensively.
Montana sent its course of study. The Social Studies
here were treated as separate subjects, but not taught con-
currently. Six general objectives were given for the course.
Nebraska replied that it was engaged in revising its
course. However a copy of the old course v;as obtained on loan
15 Minnesota, Social Studies in the Seventh and Bighth
Years (St. Paul: State Department of Education, 1932)
.
1^ Mississippi, A Handbook for Elementary Teachers
(Jackson: State Department of Public Instruction, 1947),
^'^ Missoijri, Courses of Study for the Elementary School
(Jefferson City: State Department of Education, 1942).
18 Montana, Course of Study for Rural and G-raded
Elementary Schools (Helena: State Department of Public
Instruction, 1942),
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and this was used in the study.l^ The Nebraska course offered
Social Studies as a mified field in grades one and two. His-
tory and Geography in ^Tades three to eight. Civics in grades
seven and eight, and Character Education throughout the school,
all taught concurrently. There were objectives for the v/hole
Social Studies program, for each of the subjects and for units.
These were given for all subjects and fairly well developed.
Nevada sent its course of study, 20 The program started
with grade three. History, Geography, Civics, and Current
Events were taught concurrently as separate subjects with
separate objectives for each subject and each grade.
New Hampshire sent no reply. A course of study was
found at D, C. Heath, but as this was dated 1930, it was not
used.
New Jersey offered to send materials but these were
found in the library of the Liassachusetts Department of
Education. 21 This publication gave objectives for the Social
Studies including with each a considerable amount of explan-
atory material. Sample units v^rere given for each graae
19 Nebraska, Course of Study for the Elementar:;- Schools
of Nebraska (Lincoln: State Department of Public Instruction,
20 Nevada, Course of Study for the Elementary Grades
(Carson City: State Department of Public Instruction, 1939)
•
21 New Jersey, Building Citizenship in a Democracy
Through the Social Studies (Trenton; State Department of
Education, 1945)
.
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together with much pertinent information for the beginning
teacher. An integrated program was indicated,
New Mexico sent its course of study. 22 This bulletin
encouraged teaching the Social Studies as an integrated sub-
ject. It gave certain sample units for each grade. No ob-
jectives were given except those for the elementary school
as a whole.
New York sent a course. 23 It treated Social Studies as
a single subject and gave a program for kindergarten through
grade six. Objectives and outcomes were given for each grade.
North Carolina sent its course of study. 24 This
treated Social Studies as sepsLPate subjects, not concurrent.
There were tv/enty objectives given for the whole Social
Studies program. Sample units were developed. There were
no grade objectives.
North Dakota reported that it was revising its curric-
ulum and no fui'ther information was available.
Ohio reported that it had no course of study on the
state level.
22 New Mexico, Gijrriculum Development in the Elementary
Schools of New Mexico (Santa Pe : State Department of Public
Instruction, 1947).
23 New York, Social Studies for New York State Children
(Albany: State Department of Education, 1945).
24 North Carolina, op. pit.
rr
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Oklahoma sent its course of study^^ which provided
for separate subjects taught consecutively. It !;ave an
outline of work for eir^ht years and sample imits for each
grade. It quoted four general objectives from the P'ourteenth
Yearbook .
Ore,"^on sent word that its course was out of print,
but a copy was found at D« G. Heath and Co.^^ This offered
a unified but not an integrated program for grades one to
eight. Units were listed and developed slightly. There
were grade objectives only.
Pennsylvania sent materials, but these proved to be
unusable, since they indicated no objectives. It also
notified the writer that a new course was being prepared.
Rhode Island had no course at the state level.
South Carolina notified the writer that its course of
study was out of print. A subsequent search revealed that
this was dated 1928, and so it was decided not to Include
it in the study.
South Dakota was willing to send its course, but a
copy v;as found in the library of D. C. Heath and Co. 27 it
Oklahoma, A Curriculum Crulde for Elementary Schools
(Oklahoma City: State Department of Public Instruction"]! 1948)
.
2^ Oregon, A Guide to the Program of Studies in the
Elementary Schools of Oregon (Salem: State Department of
Education', 1945)
.
27 South Dakota, A Guide for Teaching in the Elemen-
tary Schools (Pierre rThe State Department of Education, 1943)
•
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offered a minified pronirain f^^ades one to three; and History,
aeo,p;raphy, and Civics, taught either consecutively or con-
currently, grades four to ein;ht. Content and activities
were given for each grade. There were general objectives
and grade objectives for both programs,
Tennessee sent unusable materials but a copy of its
course was found at D. C. Heath and Co.^^ q;his was a short
booklet giving a brief outline of subject matter, grades
one to eight. Social Studies was an integrated field and
objectives were given for each grade.
Texas sent word that its course was out of print but
a copy was obtained at D. C. Heath and Co.^^ In this, an
outline of content was given for each grade. Social Studies
were a single field in grades one to three. History, Cfeog-
raphy, and Civics were taught concurrently in grades four
to eight. G-eneral objectives were given and grade objec-
tives were also given for each grade.
Utah sent its secondary school curricul-um v/hich in-
cluded grades seven and eight. 30 Sixty-seven pages of this
were devoted to grades seven gind eight where Social Studies
Tennessee, A juide for Teaching in the Elementary
Schools (Nashville? Stats Department of Education, 1943).
Texas, Basic Learning Areas Iri thQ
_
Elementary
School (Austin: State Department of Education, 1946).
Utah, Social Studies , Course of Studies for the
Secondary Schools (Salt Lake City: State Department of
Instruction, 1947),
c
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were taught as separate subjects but not conctirrently.
There were objectives o;iven for the course as a v/hole,
Vlr.n:lni
a
sent notice that Its materials were out of
print, but a course was found In the Educational Resources
Library. '^^ This coiu'se for grades one to seven, listed no
subject matter to be covered in any sv.bjoct but gave an
lnte.?;rated .julde for each year built around the Social
Studies, Units were ^Iven for each year and developed to
some extent. At the back of the book were listed "Aims of
Education", and these were analyzed,
Vermont sent only unusable materials but a course
of study was found at D. G. Heath and Go. -52 This course
offered Social Studies, grades one to three and grade
eight, and History and Geography, taught concurrently, in
grades four to seven. There were three long quotations
from The G onelusions and R e o omr.end at 1 ons of the G onimi s s 1 on
on the Social Studies in the Schools and general objectives
for Geography, and some grade objectives, but none for
History, There was a complete program of imits, fully
developed.
Washington replied that its course was out of print,
31 Virginia, A Gourse of Study for the Virginia El-
ementary Schools (Richmond: State Board of Education, 1943).
32 Vermont, A Suggested Goi.jr3e of Study for the Social
Studies in the Blementary Schools (Montpelier; State Depart-
ment of Education, 1938).
fI
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but a copy was found in tho files of D. C. Heath and Go. 33
This save a program of separate subjects taur^ht consecutively
for grades one to six with general objectives and grade
objectives for most grades.
West Vir-'inia reolied that it had no course for the
elementary school b-it q book was found in the library of the
Massachusetts Department of Ediication -//hich seemed pertinent
enough to use. 34 This gave objectives and an outline of
materials for History, ^reography and G'-ivics, to be taught
concurrently.
V/isconsin sent usable materials. 35 These gave an out-
line of content from kindergarten to grade twelve, with fif-
teen general objectives for the entire program. There were
units of both History and Geography offered consecutively,
Wyoming sent its course. 36 This offered a unified pro-
gram, grades one to three. In grade four, only Geography was
taught. Objectives were ^given for the four grades.
33 Washington, A Temporary Guide for the Elementary
School Curriculum (Olympia: State department of Public
Instruction, 1944).
7/est Virginia, A Program for Grades Seven, Eight
and Nine; Junior High and Elementary Schools (Charleston;
State Department of Education, 1946).
35 Wisconsin, Scope and Sequence of the Social Studies
Program (Madison: Cooperative Education Planning Program,
1947)
.
36 Wyoming, Coiirse of Stwij for the Elementary Schools,
Social StLTdies, Grades One to Four (Cheyenne: State Department
of Education, 1943)
.
1
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REPLIES TO THIS SURVEY RECEIVE^ FROM THE VARIOUS
STATES AND THE SOURCES PROM WillCH MATERIALS
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B. Continuing Prevalence of Separate Disciplines in the
Social Studies Field
The Barnett study divided state courses into those
offering a unified program and those teaching separate sub-
ject matter simply on the basis of their classification by
the course itself. In other words, so long as History and
Geography were not being taught concurrently it was assumed
that a unified program was being followed. By this method
it was found that sixty percent of those courses having Social
Studies below grade foirr gave a unified program, while in the
middle and upper grades only twenty- seven percent did 30,^'^
Following the same classification method described above
with the thirty-five courses examined in this study, it was
found that of thirty-two states having Social Studies below
grade four, all but two, or ninety-four percent, had an in-
tegrated program. For the middle and upper grades the per-
centages v;ere not quite so large but still remarkably high.
In the middle grades, twenty-tliree out of thirty-one courses,
and in the upper grades , twenty- one out of tv/enty-nine , of-
fered Social Studies as a single field. Both of these yield
a percentage of seventy-two in favor of the unified program.
However it became evident that these figures were not
presenting a true pictin'e. Many recent courses offer units
of History, units of Geography, and units of Civics, not
taught conc^jirrently as they might have been a few years ago.
37 Barnett, 0£. cit . , p. 15.
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TABLl.: 2
GRADES COVE^^.^TD PY MATERIALS JJSW) IN THIS STl^Y
AND TYPE OP STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES USED
Grade
•
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 p
/
Ala. SS SS SS SS SS SS V"yv
Ark, SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS
Colo. SS SS SS h/g Pi/G h/g h/g H/G X
Conn. SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS X
Pla. SS SS SS SS SS SS X
Idaho SS SS SS hg HG HG HG HGC X
m. SS SS SS h/g h/g
h/g
h/g
h/5
h/g
h/g
h/g
h/g
X
Ind, S3 SS SS h/g X
Iowa SS SS h/g h/g
h/g
h/g
f/g
h/g
h/g
HGC
H/G11/ \jr
H/GKan. SS SS SS h/g X
SS SS SS hgc HGC H-G HGC X
La. HX HGC H'GC HGC HGC X
Ivid • SS SS SS X
Mas s
.
SS SS SS X X
Kiss • SS SS SS HG HG HG H'^ ""G y
iViO. SS SS SS h/g h/g
h/g
h/g h/g h/g
ivlont. sc SS SS h/g T^/G f/g h/g
TTGC
X
Neb. SS SS HG HG HG HG HG
Nev. HGCE HGCE HGCE HGCE HGCE HGCE X
N. J. ss SS SS SS SS SS SS SS X
N. M. SS SS SS SS S3 ss' SS SS X
N. Y. SS SS SS SS SS
h/g
h/g
SS SS SS SS X
N. C. SS SS SS h/g
H/G
h/g h/g
h/g
h/g
h/g
H/G
X
Okla. SS SS SS h/g X
Ore. SS SS SS h/g H/G h/g h/g
h/g
X
S. D, SS SS SS h/g h/g h/g h/g X X
Tenn. SS SS 32 SS SS SS SS S3 X
Texas SS SS SS HG
'
HG HG HG HGC X X
Utah h/g h/g X
Vt. SS SS SS HG HG HG HG SS X X
Va. SS SS SS S3 SS SS SS X
Wash. SS SS SS h/g H/G H/G X X
'7. Va. HGC HGC X
Wis. SS SS SS SS h/g h/g H/G
^Vg XWyo. SS SS SS a X
C = Civics
CE= C-urrent Events
G = Geography
H = History
H/G= Separate Subjects, Consecutive
SS = Social Studies
DostoD Un)\«rs]ty
School of &ducii\io«»
^ Lilirsry
((
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but rather consecutively. Such projrsims call themselves
imified, and in the figures given above are so accepted.
Obviously, however, they have not been so much integrated as
resirranged, and a finer distinction is necessary if a truer
picture is to be obtained. V/hen those courses in which the
separate subjects are taught consecutively were classed with
those in which they are taught concurrently, somewhat dif-
ferent results were forthcoming. Throughout the primary
grades, ninety-four percent of the courses examined followed
a truly integrated program, but in the middle grades only
twenty-nine o-^^rcent did so a:".d in the upper grades only
twenty-seven percent.
The writer is well aware that these last figures are
not truly comparable to those of Barnett which are based
on a different definition of the unified or integrated course;
but he does feel that their juxtaposition has at least the
negative value of showing that integration in the Social
Studies field is not proceeding with very great strides, ex-
cept in the lowest grades of the elementary school. He is
of the opinion that had Barnett made a finer distinction in
separating her courses something more than the insignificant
one or two percent shown in Table 3 would have resulted. It
could hardly have been enough, however, to give much comfort
to the proponents of an integrated Social Studies program.
c
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TABLE 3
I,
1 ^ NITMBER MD PEHCENTAaE OP COURSES OFFERING SOCIAL STUDIES
THOSE OFFERING HISTORY, GEOGRAPHY AND CIVICS
BOTH CONCURRENTLY AND CONSECUTIVELY
! IN 1935 AND IN 1948
K.-.- 3 4-6 7 & 8
N 0 • i No. No,
History, Geo^;-
raphy. Civics
(concurrent)
2 6 8 28 8 28
History, Geog-
raphy, Civics
(consecutive)
0 0 14 43 13 44
Integrated
Social Studies
(1948)
30 94 9 29 8 28
Unified Social
Studies (1935) 60 27 27
I
i
1
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C. Lack of Difference in Objectives for the Two Types of
Social Studies Programs
Ranking the objectives from the two types of Social
Studies programs according to their frequency [^ave a rank
correlation accordin;^ to the Spearman Rank Difference Formula
of .67 (rho=,67). This would seem to indicate that there is
no significant difference in the objectives stated for either
type or course.
D. Organization Prevailing in Statements of Objectives
Prom Table 2 it may also be seen that there is a
growing tendency to make statements of objectives for subjects
as a "/hole rather than in grade lists. Of thirty-four courses
giving statements of objectives, two (six percent) gave only
objectives for the school as a whole, while another twenty-
two (sixty-six percent) stated objectives for subjects as a
whole. Only sixteen (forty-seven percent) listed grade
1
objectives. Comparing these figures with seventy percent
for subject lists, and sixty-seven for grade lists in the
^arnett study shows a significant trend.
E. Analysis of Objectives
Among the thirty-five courses of study examined in this
study only three (nine percent) made any attempt to analyze
their objectives. Virginia's v^ere analyzed most completely,
New Jersey's fairly well, and Indiana's to some slight degree.
38 Ibid., p. 17,
(i
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Only two courses (six percent) made any effort to state
their objectives in a form other than an itemized list, and in
the case of neither Idaho nor Town v;a.s the statement more than
a few hiindred words in length. This hardly eliminates any of
the disadvantages of the itemized list.
From the above it would seem abundantly clear that
neither of these ideas has to any extent gripped the imagina-
tions of those responsible for the making of state course of
study,
P. Frequency with Which Various Objectives Occur
The following list presents the thirty-six objectives
for Social Studies program in the order of the frequency with
which they occur in the thirty-four courses of study examined,
1, (Thirty times) To give the student certain facts; i, e.,
"To gain command of the common integrating knowledges. .
u 39
« ,
2, (Thirty times) To prepare the student for a place in a
society based on co-operation; i. e., "V/orking co-oper-
atively with others for the achievement of conunon
purposes,"
3, (Twenty-three tim.es) To prepare the student for a place
in a society which is part of a complex world situation;
i. e., "To understand. , . the interdependence of men and
39 Arkansas, 0£. cit . , p. 30,
Connecticut, o£. cit
. , p. 62,
I
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nations in this day of almost instantaneous commxinication
and rapid transportation, shlftint^ populations arr^i more
highly specialized occupations." 41
4, (Twenty-two times) To give the student certain skills;
i, e., "Skill and habit of nsin^ maps, globes, !];raphs,
pictures, and v/ord matter to obtain information and of
checking that information by consulting other references ." 42
5« (Twenty-two times) To promote progressivism in regard to
tolerance of others; i. e., "One thus comes to have sym-
pathy for different races and different political
groups. ... 43
6. (Tv/enty times) To promote progressivism in regard to the
conservation of natural resources; i, e., "To develop the
value of the economic, . • resources of the environment
and the necessity for conserving themo" 44
7. (Eighteen times) To give the student the ability to an-
alyze; 1, e,, "A systematic procediire in problem sol-
ving. . . ."45
8. (Seventeen times) To prepare the student to take his
place in a society in which problems must be solved;
41
Louisiana, 0£. cit . , p. 118.
Illinois, 0£. cit . , p. 132
42
43 Iowa, 0£. cit
. , p. 39.
44 Mississippi, o£. cit
. , p. 219,
45
Illinois, o£. cit., p. 138.
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i. e., "Ability to use the facts of geography so that
they will serve as a helpful background when evaluating
the merits of a current problem of State, national, or
international importance."
9. (Sixteen times) To prepecre the student to take his place
in a democratic society; i, e., "Cur outlook on our world
is democratic; our rights and privileges are limited only
by the just rights and privileges of our neighbors." '^'^
lOo (Fifteen times) To promote an attitude of progressivism
in regard to the improvement of man's lot by invention,
research and taking thought; i. e,, "Conditions of living
are being constantly made better."
11. (Fifteen times) To give the student an attitude of loyal-
ty; i, e., "To develop a sincere and intelligent type of
patriotism."
12. (Twelve tim.es) To prepare the student to take his place in
a dynamic society; i. e., "To develop an understanding of
the changing nature of our society."
13. (Twelve times) To promote an attitude of progressivism in
regard to the acceptance of the responsibilities of citi-
46
47
Nevada, o£. cit
. , p. 124.
Massachusetts, a£. cit .
. p. 50.
48 North Carolina, o£. cit
. , p. 157.
49 Wyoming, o£. cit
.
, p. 72.
50 Louisiana, 0£. cit . , p. 176»
r
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zenship; i. e,, "Freedom is enjoyed tlrirou'^h the exercise
of intelligence and the assumption of responsibility," 51
14. (Eleven times) To recognize the student's need for cour-
tesy; i. e., "To •;;:;ain a right attitude toward personal
and socia^. relationships. , . ,
"
15. (Eleven times) To encourage the student's creative abil-
ities; i. e., "To do creative work."
16. (Ten times) To promote the virtue of industry; i. e.,
".
. . to be sui^e that all the information obtainable has
been found. . .
17. (Ten times) To recognize that the student requires an
acquaintance with the scientific method; i, e., "A feeling
for the need to delay judgement until sufficient data has
been gathered to draw valid conclusions."
18. (Nine t5.m8s) To promote an attitude of progressivism in
regard to the improvement of public health; i, e., "The
problems which affect the health and well-being of the
individual and the community. . » ."
19. (Nine times) To prepare the student to take his place in
51
52
North Carolina, o^. cit .
, p. 157.
Nebraska, 0£. cit . , p, 249,
53 Illinois, 22* cit., p. 137.
54
55
56
Connecticut, op. cit
. , p. 62.
Illinois, 0£. cit » , p. 137.
Illinois, op. cit., p. 133.
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a society based upon ethical principles; i. e,, "A purpose
of instruction in the social studies is to develop charac-
" 57
tsr: to give the pupils, . . a bent tovmrd the ^^ood. . .
20. (Nine times) To promote an attitude of progressivism in
regard to the idea that all must work; i, e., "To develop
a knov/ledge of and an appreciation for all types of honest
labor." 5®
21. (Ei{;^ht times) To promote an attitude of pr o^Tessivi sm in
regard to the elimination of undeserved poverty; i. e,,
"The factors which promote civilization such as . . •
social service. . . and cooperative methods of buying and
selling goods."
22. (Eight times) To recognize that the student requires the
ability to synthesize; i. e., ". • . provide practice in
constructive thinking, reasoning and judging."
23. (Eight times) To recognize that the student requires
aesthetic appreciation; i. e., ". . . tc give the piapils
... an appreciation of the beautiful. . . ,"
24. (Seven times) To recognize that the student will use
leisuj'e time; i. e., ". . . to enrich the leisure time of
5'^ Oklahoma, ££. cit . , p. 22.
58 Massachusetts, ££, cit . , p. 81.
59 Illinois, 0£. cit . , p. 133,
Indiana, 0£. c i
t
.
, p. 2.
6^ Oklahoma, 0£. cit . , p. 22.
{
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oneself and others," 62
25, (Seven times) To promote an attitude of progress! vism in
regard to educational opportunities for all; i, e., "To
understand, , , the factors which promote civilisation,
such as; increased education."
26. (Six times) To recognize that the student needs the habit
of accuracy; i, e,, "The ability to make computations
accurately," ^4
27, (Six times) To recognize that the student needs the habit
of promptness; i, e,, "The development of good study habits
such as beginning a .1ob promptly, , . , " ^'"^
28, (Five times) To recognize that the student requires
courage; 1, e., "Acting courageously in defense of what
is right." 66
29. (Five times) To recognize that the student requires the
habit of cleanliness; 1. e., "Consideration, , , of others.
This general habit involves such specifics as. , . clean-
liness. . . ."67
30. (Five times) To recognize that the student requires the
Nebraska, 0£, cit . , p. 177,
Illinois, 22, cit,, p. 133,
64 Virginia, 0£, cit., p, 516,
65 North Carolina, 0£, cit , , p, 158,
66
67
Illinois, 0£, cit . , p. 138,
Connecticut, o£, cit
. , p. 62,
(
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ability to mderstand propaganda; i. e., "To develop a
critical attitude toward what one reads, hears, or sees."
31. (Povir times) To reco;;7iize that the student requires im-
agination; i. e., "The tendency to give objective ex-
pression to ones personality through. . . composition
... and artistic perf orviance . " ^9
32. (Foui' times) To recognize that the student must consume
intelligently; i. e., . . by participation in activ-
ities that offer a training in the selection and use of
consumer goods. . . "^0
33. (Three times) To develop will-po;ver; i. e., "To appre-
ciate the sacrifice and hardships in the lives of the
early American Settlers. ... To develop an appreciation
of the courage and sacrifice of our American leaders. .
»» 71
34. (Three times) To discover and enco\.Trage the ability to
lead; i. e., "They must share experiences, must partic-
ipate, sometimes by leading, sometimes by following," "^^
35. (Twice) To discourage over-materialism; i. e., "A whole-
some attitude tov/ard those things which are necessary in
68 Nebraska, ojo, cit., p. 177,
69 Virginia, 0£. cit., p. 500.
70
Indiana, od. cit., p. 2.
71 Kansas, 0£. cit., p. 79,
7P Massachusetts,
_0£. cit., p. 50,
(
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meeting the common needs of life." ^"^
36. (Once) To discover and encoiara^e the ability to invent;
i. e., "To 2^ow by continuously increasing one's nnrposefiil
experiences, and, • . gaining; in ability. . , to use each
succeed-ing experience."
The range above is ono to thirty, the median, 22.5. Prom
the above grading it would appear that the assimilation of
facts whose value at the elementary/ level has long been ques-
tioned exercises considerable influence v;ith the makers of
curricula. It would also appear that such important aims as
the recognition of ethical principles, the encouragement of
imagination, will-pov/er, and the ability to lead and invent,
and the discoi^rageraent of over-materialism are being somewhat
neglected. To be supe, the mere omission of a principle from
a statement of objectives does not mean that it is being
totally disregarded any more than its inclusion v/ould mean that
it were receiving due attention. V/e may be sure that gifted
and exceptional classroom teachers will give ample considera-
tion to these and all other worthy objectives. 3ut what of the
newly-minted and inexperienced teachers for whom most of the
courses of study are intended? Would they not be the better
for an explicit statement of these aims and an indication of
how best thev can be achieved?
''^ Illinois, o£. cit
. , p. 135.
Nebraska, op. cit., p. 1^77.
{
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TABLE 4
TFTRTY-STX CB.TECTIVES FOR ELEI.IENTAP.Y SCHOOL SOCIAL ST^TDIES
AS THEY APPEAR TN THE STATE COURSES '^^ ^^-rr^y EXAIwIT^ED
Dynamic
Democ-
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Problems
Complex
\Vbrld
Ethios
Pacts
Skills
Sci,
Method
Will-
pov;er
Coin? age
Imagina-
Esthetic
Loyalty
Cleanli-
ness
ijindustry
'I
jjCoiirtesy
Prompt-
ness
• • o
X X X X X y, X y. X X X
X X X X X X X XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX X X X X X X X
XXX XX K X X X XX X X XXX
XXX XXX XXX X XX X X X X X
XXXXXXXXXX XX XX XXX X X X X X X
K X X X X X X X X
XXX XXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX X X X X
KM X X XXX XX X X X X XX X X X X X X X
X X X X X X
X X
XXX X
X
X X X X
X X
X X X X X X X
XX X X X X X XXX XX
XXX
XXX
« « K X
XXX
X
X X
X
X
XXX
X
X
X
X
X X
X
X
X X
X
X
CONTINUED
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• •OC • • •0! •
iHLOOiH'd'-HCOd
• • •
Accuracy
Analysis
Syn^he-
Lead
Invent
Propa-
fjanaa
Consume
Create
Public
Health
Leisure
Elim. of
Poverty
lAll Work
;ToI er ant
Research
Materi-
alism
Conserve
Citizen-
ship
X H X X
K K K
X
X
X
X
X X
X X
X XX X X X X X X XX XXX X
X XX
X
X X
X
XXX
X
X X
X
X
X X
X
X
X
X
X X
X X
X
X
X X X X X X
X X
X X
XXX
X X
X X
X
X
X
X
X
X X X XX X
X XX
XX X
X
X XXXXXXXXX XX X
X
X X
X
X
X X
X
XX XXXXXXXXX XXX X X X X X
XXX X XXX X X XX
X
X XXX X X X
XXX
X
XXX
X X
TOTALS 1
5 1 8 7 8
Range (horizontal)
Medl an "
= 2-28 Range (vertical) = 1-30
= 15.4 Median " = 22.5

CHAPTER V
SUT.!MARY AND SUG(JSSTICNS FOR FURTHER SlUDY
The problem of this study was to determine certain
I
facts about the status of Social Studies objectives at the
elementary level as shown in State courses of study. It
was further proposed to compare certain of these findings
with a similar study done in 1935.
The availability of materials in forty-e ight . states
and the District of Columbia was investigated and reported.
vlaterials were obtained from forty- four states, three
of these were not considered because they were published prior
to 1935, and seven more because they indicated no objectives.
i?"rom these, four hundred and twenty- three objectives
were obtained. These were compared with a list of thirty-six
objectives obtained from the literature, and further analyzed.
A comparison of these findings with those of the study
done in 1935 makes it apparent that there have been some
changes in the intervening years
.
1. There has been a definite trend away from the con-
current teaching of courses in History, G-eography, and Civics,
I
but, except in the first three grades of the elementary school
there has been little true integration of subject matter.
Rather, a large number of courses examined {^%) presented
I
successive units, or successive years of History, Geography,

I66
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;
and Civics, v/ithin a framework of Social Studies.
2, There is no statistically significant difference in
I
j
the sort of objectives stated for the tvio t^rpes of prosram
!
mentioned above.
|j
3, There has been a growing tendency since 1935 to
j
abandon the practice of stating objectives in ^rade lists, and
to adopt instead, statements of objectives for whole subjects
or for the school as a whole,
4. Although there has been a np^owing body of opinion
among the authorities in recent years that the statement of
objectives in lists is somewhat less than satisfactory, only
j
five states have m.ade any effort to present them in any
I different way. Virginia, New Jersey, and Indiana, analyzed
j
their objectives, and Idaho and Iowa treated theirs in brief
essay form rather than in lists.
5. Of the thirty-six objectives derived from the lit-
j
eratuj'e, those occurring in t\7enty or more courses of study
were
:
a) The acquisition of a body of facts
b) Increased cooperation
c) Realization of a complex world situation
d) The acquisition of certain skills
e) Increased tolerance
f) The conservation of natural resources
ll

Those ocoiirrinn; five times or less are:
a) Coura(^e
b) Clesinliness
c) The ability to reco:3nize propaganda
d) Ima^-ination
e) The ability to consiune intelligently
f) V/ill-power
3) Leadership
h) Avoidance of over-raaterialism
i) Inventiveness
Amon^ the possibilities for fiirther investigation
opened by this study, are the following:
1. A similar study of the courses in use in the fifty
largest cities in the United States,
2, A closer examination of the same courses of study
treated here to determine to v;hat extent provision is made
among the suggestions for teaching to csirry out the objec-
tives stated.
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APP©JDTX A
SAI.IPLE OP LETTER SENT TG THE VARIOUS STATES
Boston University
School of Education
84 Exeter St
Boston 16, Massachusetts
l\iovember 2, 1943
Mr. Douglas Chittick
Director of Curriculum
Office of the State Superintendent of Public Inst.
Bismapk, North Dakota
Dear Sir:
A graduate student under my direction is
making a study of the objectives in published courses
of study for the Social Studies in the elementary
school through Grade VIII.
Since my own particular field is that of
elementary sch':^ol social studies I am most interested
in this undertaking. I would much appreciate your
sending me at the above address a copy of the Social
Studies cujf'riculum for the State of North Dakota
through Grade VIII.
If there is any charge for this please
bill me at this office.
Sincerely yours.
7/. Linwood Chase
Professor of Education
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APPSTIDIX B
NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF THOSE FROM WIICM REPLIES WERE
RECEIVED IN MAKING THIS SURVEY
Alabama , T. W. Smith, Cinriculutn Consultant, Department of
Education, Montgomery, 4, Ala.
Arizona , Lillian B, Johnston, Director Elementary and Cur-
riculum Division, Department of Public Instruction, Cap-
itol Building, Phoenix, Arizona
California , State Department of Education, Bureau of Textbooks
and Publications, Sacramento, 14, California
Colorado , Nettie S. Freed, State Superintendent of Public
Instruction, State Department of Education, Denver, Colorado
Connectlcu.t , Ann V. Foberg, Supervisor, Elementary Education,
State Department of Education, Hartford, Connectic^^t
Delaware, H. B. King, Assistant Superintendent in charge of
Elementary Schools, Department of Public Instruction,
Dover, Delav;are
Distr?' ct of Columbia
, Carl F. Hansen, Associate Superintendent
of Public Schools, Franklin Administration Bldg. , Thir-
teenth and K Sts,, N, W,
,
V/ashington, 5, D, C,
Florida , Mildred E. Swearingen, Specialist in Elementary Ed-
ucation, Department of Education, Tallahassee, Florida
3-eorgia , H, S. She arouse. Director, Twelve Year Program,
State Department of Education, State Office Building,
Atlanta, 3, 3a,
Indiana, Paul Seehausen, Consultant for the Social Studies,
Department of Education, Indianapolis, 4, Indiana
Kansas , Ursula Henley, Director of Curricul\:mi, Department of
Public Instruction, Topeka, Kansas
Kentucky , Mark Godman, Head of the Bureau of Instruction,
Department of Education, Frankfort, Kentucky
Maine , Howard L. Bowen, Associate Deputy for Elementary Ed-
ucation, Department of Education, Augusta, Me
Michij^an, Marion H, McClench, Division of Administrative Ser-
vices, Department of Public Instruction, Lansing, 2, Mich.
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Mississippi
,
Clyde V. LcKee, Supervisor, Rural and Elementary
Schools, Department of Education, Jackson, Mississippi
Iviis30iu?i
.
Cecil Jenkins, Director of Special Services, Depart-
ment of Education, Division of Public Schools, Jefferson,
' Missouri
Montana
,
Mrs. Lillian L, Peterson, Rural School Supervisor,
Department of Public Instruction, Helena, Montana
Nebraska , Mrs. Edith S. Crreer, Assistant Director, Supervision
and Curriculum, Department of Public Instruction, State
! Capitol, Lincoln, 9, Nebraska
Nevada, Mrs. Berniece Tbfe, Department of Education, Carson
City, Nevada
New Jersey
.
Thomas J. Durell, Assistant Commissioner of Ed-
ucation, Department of Education, 175 West State Street,
Trenton, 8, New Jersey.
New York , Helen Hay Heyl, Chief, Bureau of Curriculum Develop-
ment, State Education Department, Albany 1, New York
North Carolina
,
Clyde A. Erwin, Superintendent of Public
Instruction, State of North Carolina, Raleigh, N. C.
i!
^o^^h Dakota , E. Helen Irons, Director of State Exgjninations
,
Department of Public Instruction, Bismarck, N. D.
I Ohio , R. M. Garrison, School Supervisor, Department of Edu-
cation, Columbus, Ohio,
Oklahoma , Jake Smart, Director of Curriculum, State Department
of Public Instruction, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
Oregon , Florence E. Beardsley, Director of Elementary Education
State Department of Education, Salem, Oregon.
Pennsylvania , Lever sia L. Powers, Chief, Elementary Education,
Department of Public Instruction, Harrisburg, Pa.
I
' South Carolina
,
Thomas J. Dowling, Director of Instruction,
l^epartment of Education, Columbia, So C.
S outh Dakota
,
Margaret Hengel, Secretary to Elementary
I Supervisor, Department of Public Instruction, Pierre, S.D.
Texas , A. 3. Martin, Director of Cuj?riculum, State Department
of Education, Austin, Texas.

7^
Ut_9h, Jennie Campbell, Director of Elementary Education,
Department of Public Instruction, Salt Lake Hity, 1, Utah,
Vir;'-:lnia , Orville W. V/ake, Director of Elementary Education,
State Board of Education, Hiclimond, 16, Va,
Washin.rrton
,
Berghild Helr^esen, Administrative Assistant,
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Olympia, Washington.
West Virr:inia ^ Iviaud J, Broyles, Assistant, Elementary Schools,
Department of Ediication, Charleston, 5, W. Va.
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